Abstract

In this paper I aim to interpret my viewpoints on the characteristics, the regularity and the substance of the Koryo-Yuan political relationship, of which based on the analysis the relationship about 100 years by 1260 to 1368 between Koryo and Yuan. The paper has three components as the following: the introduction, the body and the conclusions.

The introduction mainly puts out the purpose and significance, research status and research methods.

The body of the theory is composed of five chapters, whose main points are summarized as follows.

Chapter 1 gives out the establishment of the Koryo-Yuan political relations, divided into three parts discussed. Part 1 the expansion of Mongolia, parts 2 the Mongolian invasion of Koryo, part 3 the establishment of the Koryo-Yuan political relations for a century. Mongolia invaded Koryo. Koryo at the weak against strong after nearly half a century, eventually had to sum Mongolia. Mongolia Khan-bit changed, accepted Koryo’s request to surrender. Mongolia ended the war, continued to be a diplomatic way to conquer Koryo.

Chapter 2 describes the Koryo-Yuan intermarriage diplomatic friction, divided into two parts discussed. Part 1 of the Koryo-Yuan marriage diplomacy, Part 2 is the Koryo-Yuan Intermarriage diplomatic friction. Koryo upper ruling clique to be split, formed pro-yuan political groups. Yuan Dynasty control Korea the use of Yuan Dynasty Princess and Pro-yuan political groups. Koryo adjust marriage diplomacy policy, the royal family and nobles to marry, to strengthen the royal family as the center of the political alliance to Pro-yuan political groups in Koryo. The late Yuan Dynasty, Koryo’s national strength weakness, the outbreak of peasant wars. Korea eliminated the political forces in the pro-Yuan Group

Chapter 3 describes of the conflict of succession to the throne, divided into four parts discussed. Part 1 Yuan-ting are the direct control of Crown prince Koryo problem, Part 2 Yuan-ting manipulated the throne of Koryo, Part 3 Koryo ruling clique’s separatist disputes, Part 4 Korea the maintenance of kingship’s countermeasures. Yuan controlled the rights of
the Replacement of the Koryo king, so that Koryo’s kingship is out of Yuan. Yuan furthered split the ruling clique to carry out the struggle, weakened the royal power of Koryo. For the maintenance of royal power, Koryo carried out diplomatic struggle against Yuan, carried out continuously reform. To shake off the control of the Yuan dynasty, laid the foundation.

Chapter 4 expounded the mechanism and the six things, divided into three parts discussed. Part 1 of the garrison and the six things, part 2 Set-up and abolition of Daluhuachi and its significance, part 3 Zhengtong xingsheng and the Koryo-Yuan political relations. For forced to fulfill their six things, Yuan Dynasty imperial court sent troops, set up Daluhuachi in Koryo. Since Korea’s diplomatic efforts, the Yuan Dynasty withdraw the garrison and Daluhuachi. Yuan Dynasty imperial court found Zhengtong xingsheng so that Koryo become a conquered country, Zhengtong xingsheng become the control and interference in Koryo’s local institutions. As opposed to the control of the Yuan Dynasty, Koryo began diplomatic struggle. The late Yuan Dynasty, Koryo reform led to Zhengtong xingsheng in name only.

Chapter 5 is the problem of conflict in zongguanfu, but also part of sub-3 on. Part 1 setting up zongguanfu, Part 2 diplomatic conflict in zongguanfu, part 3 military conflict in zongguanfu. Yuan Dynasty imperial court in Koryo northeast, northwest and southern settings zongguanfu, Koryo traitors by the ruling power in the region. Yuan Dynasty imperial court will use the traitors in Korea, continued to plunder Koryo’s population and land, a serious violation of the territorial sovereignty of Koryo. Koryo was actively engaged in diplomatic pilgrimage, seized the favorable opportunity of the internal struggle in Yuan, curbed the zongguanfu for further development, restored the majority of territorial integrity and sovereignty, and finally against the use of force to resolve the problem zongguanfu, restored all of the territorial sovereignty.

At the conclusion of the above-mentioned studies are based on the summary of the Koryo-Yuan political relations with characteristics, substance and regularity.
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